
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

YALE MODEL UNITED NATIONS XLV 

Delegate Prospectus 



“Learn Today, Lead Tomorrow.”  

Dear delegates, faculty advisors, parents, and future diplomats, 

With the utmost excitement, I invite you to the forty-fifth session of 
Yale Model United Nations to be held from January 17 to January 20, 
2019. It is my privilege and honor to serve as Secretary-General of a 
conference that embodies traditions of education and excellence. On 
Yale’s historic campus in New Haven, Connecticut, nearly 2000 high 
school students will discuss pressing global issues in the same 
classrooms that have inspired presidents, prime ministers, and 
policymakers from around the world. 

YMUN XLV promises to challenge delegates to engage and think 
critically. Through the many committees meticulously prepared and 
moderated by Yale students, delegates will research historical conflicts 
and wars, investigate humanitarian crises and responses, and work 
toward consensus on sustainability and survival. Tackling these 
problems will require nothing short of the most unwavering 
persistence. 

Last year, delegates from over eighty schools, forty countries, and all six inhabited continents 
convened to not only share their world views, but to also represent countries and their leaders in four 
days of collaborative and compelling debate. Dozens of resolutions were passed, addressing a range 
of issues from the European migrant influx to Latin American economic integration to piracy off the 
coasts of Africa. Outside committee, delegates learned through interactive workshops with Yale 
students, watched thought-provoking lectures taught by Yale professors, and toured the Ivy League 
campus and its neighboring restaurants. Most importantly, they met their fellow future world 
leaders through thoughtful conversations on the way to committee, through scheduled activities, and 
through many shared working papers on the path to a resolution. 

It is my hope that all those who attend will cherish the experiences had and memories made for long 
after my gavel marks the end of the closing ceremony. With new out-of-committee and year-long 
educational experiences, a streamlined application and registration platform, and a dedicated 
Secretariat and Staff, YMUN XLV strives to be the most fulfilling and ambitious yet. 

More information will be released gradually, so please make sure to return to the website frequently. 
In our application and registration process, spots tend to be filled quickly. To stay informed, you 
may also like our Facebook page for updates, explore the website tabs, and discover what YMUN has 
to offer.  

On behalf of our team, once again, welcome to YMUN XLV. 

Sincerely, 

Michael N. Borger 

Secretary-General 

Yale Model United Nations 2019 



 
 

 
	
	
ABOUT	US	
 

Yale Model United Nations is a four-day international relations simulation for high 
school students held annually on Yale University’s campus in New Haven. At YMUN, 
delegates from all over the world interact with one another through debate and 
diplomacy to solve complex challenges facing the world today. Through taking on the 
roles of United Nations representatives, members of other international bodies, and 
policymakers in national cabinets, students learn about the inner workings of global 
politics and problem-solving. By engaging in topics concerning international and 
national security, political and economic development, human rights, sustainability, 
and more, delegates learn to navigate the intricacies of international negotiation and 
teamwork, adopt new perspectives, and develop comprehensive resolutions on 
pressing global issues. 

Building upon more than four decades of experience, YMUN XLV strives to provide 
every delegate with a dynamic, educational, and enriching opportunity to hone and 
showcase their abilities. Through our unique and novel committees, new year-round 
learning programs, and increased emphasis on accessibility, YMUN XLV reaffirms 
our commitment to education and leadership. It is this passion, commitment, and care 
that make YMUN one of the premier global Model UN conferences. 



WHY	YMUN?	
The Learning Experience 
YMUN XLV will deliver an exceptional learning experience that is fundamental to our 
mission, and we will continue to build on years of tradition and success. We spend 
hundreds of hours training, teaching, coaching, and assisting chairs on effectively 
moderating committees. Additionally, chairs are well-versed in the topics they choose 
for delegates, as they often are studying those subjects at Yale. Our dedicated 
Committees team ensures that all chairs are prepared to guide delegates in debating 
during caucuses, to assist in writing working papers and draft resolutions, and to 
mentor students in their pursuit of bridging consensus. In short, our delegate 
experience is second to none.  

- Committees 

At YMUN XLV, delegates will interact and engage in five successful core committee 
organs: the General Assemblies (GAs), the Economic and Social Councils 
(ECOSOCs), the Regional Bodies (RBs), the Specialized Agencies, and the Crisis 
Committees.  With unique and novel committees, including our first-ever Non-
governmental Organizations (NGO) Programme in the ECOSOCs, YMUN XLV 
promises to engage all delegates regardless of experience entering the conference. 
For more information on our committees, please refer to our website and our 
registration platform.  
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- Online Training Program 

YMUN XLV will mark the launch of a revamped Online Training Program, 
which aims to equip delegates with research and public speaking skills, as well 
as familiarizes them with committee procedure. We strive to make YMUN a 
learning opportunity for delegates with all levels of experience, so our Online 
Training Program will allow delegates to directly engage with material, receive 
feedback on their progress, and better understand the intricacies of Model UN 
and our world.  

- Out-of-Committee Contests & Competitions 

As we recognize that many of our delegates’ talents transcend the committee 
experience, delegates can participate in supplementary contests and 
competitions outside their discussions and debates. This year, we will 
introduce new essay contests on global themes in collaboration with different 
Yale publications, and we will launch a Service Impact Challenge (SIC) for 
delegates who wish to channel the skills and knowledge they have acquired in 
preparing for YMUN into positive contributions to their communities. 
Additionally, we will continue the Arts Competition that was started last year, 
with the chance to perform at our Showcase. To stay up to date on the latest 
opportunities, delegates should check out our Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram. 

 



The Yale Experience 
Taking place right in the heart of Yale’s campus, YMUN stands apart from other 
MUN conferences by providing delegates the full Yale experience in New Haven, 
CT. We ensure there are extensive opportunities for students to explore the best of 
Yale and New Haven through our comprehensive Yale Day program. Students will 
have the opportunity to attend guest lectures and eat lunch with renowned Yale 
professors, take guided tours of the campus and local art galleries, hear college 
admissions tips from a panel, and attend a showcase from some of Yale’s top 
performing arts groups. Through Yale Day, delegates truly will be able to get a 
taste of the vibrant Yale experience. In addition, the Global Exchange Program is 
offered as a selective program that gives students a chance to closely interact with 
some of Yale’s most eminent faculty in small seminars and an exclusive lunch. 
Applications for the Global Exchange Program will be accepted on a rolling basis. 

Financial Aid 
Yale Model United Nations is committed to providing educational opportunities 
for students from all backgrounds and hopes to reduce any financial obstacles that 
may prevent delegates and/or delegations from attending YMUN. YMUN XLV will 
offer three options of financial support for delegates: Individual Delegate and 
Delegation Financial Aid, the Breaking Boundaries Award, and four different types 
of Regional Scholarships. With these changes, we offer our most expansive 
financial aid program yet. Financial aid applications should be submitted after 
registering for YMUN, and applications will be reviewed on a first come, first 
served basis. 
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Registration for YMUN XLIV will be available on our newly designed 
platform starting June 4, 2018. Please visit bit.ly/ymunreg to register. 
Due to traditionally high demand, we strongly recommend that 
delegations complete registration as soon as possible to ensure 
participation. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. 
Registration will officially close on October 14, 2018. If registration hits 
maximum capacity before then, other delegations that register may be 
placed on the Waitlist. 
 
Please visit our website for more details on the registration process and 
our fees (http://www.ymun.yira.org), and please make sure to read our 
Terms and Conditions for updates. 

REGISTER	NOW	
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TESTIMONIALS	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We want to congratulate YMUN XLI for their perfect program 
design, UN [procedure] training, political debates, master 

lectures... social activities, and a university life experience on the 
beautiful Yale campus. This is the best [conference] we have 
participated in and we encourage you to continue with this 

remarkable experience!” — YMUN XLI Delegation 

 

“Thank you for another amazing conference!  We've been coming 
for nearly two decades, and it's just fantastic.” — YMUN XLIV 

Delegation 

 

“Our first experience at YMUN was a rewarding and memorable 
one and my students cannot wait to return next year. Thank you to 
all involved in planning and executing YMUN!” — YMUN XLIV 

Delegation 



CONTACT	US	

	
For the Secretary-General: secgen@ymun.org (Michael Borger, Secretary-
General) 

For questions about registration specifically: delegations@ymun.org 
(Samar Allibhoy, Under-Secretary-General of Delegations) 

For all other conference questions: recruitment@ymun.org (Teava Torres 
de Sa, Under-Secretary-General of Recruitment) 


